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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,today we're looking at a question,that in the words of  one of our contributors has "stalked the 20th century" -intelligence.Since the first IQ tests were invented in 1905,the question of what make Homo Sapiens stupid and what makes him clever has often involved human kind in sterilisation,racism,hubris and misery.But are we any closer to understanding what this elusive quality of intelligence is?
 The debate still rages as to whether we're born with it or whether intelligence is something we develop as we grow,and evidence for both seems to pile up almost daily.Joining me today is the educational psychologist,Dr Ken Richardson,until recently he was senior lecturer at the Open University,and is the author of "Understanding Intelligence" and "The Origins of Human Potential" and a new book called "The Making of Intelligence".I'm also joined by Professor Michael Rouse,of the the University of Gulf,Ontario.He's a philosopher of biology and the author of "Mystery of Mysteries:Is Evolution a Social Construction?".Ken Richardson,how....briefly if that's possible,would you define intelligence?

Ken Richardson : I see intelligence as  the mental abstraction of the complex informational structure in the spheres of our activity.Take driving for example,your decision to overtake the vehicle in front isn't simply based on the association with your speed of approach to it,you've got to make decisions based on whether or not there's traffic coming in the opposite direction and that depends on the length of the straight road ahead,of you,and if there is something,and if there is something coming you have to judge its speed and distance and also be aware of your own rate of acceleration and so on.So there's complex layers of information that have to be taken account of in making decisions of that kind,and in making that decision of course you're using the current information and attempting to  match it against a mental representation or a kind of mental model built up from previous experience in that domain.

Melvyn Bragg : Why do you think this subject....you.....it's your phrase......"stalked the 20th century",why do you think it has stalked the 20th century?

Ken Richardson :  It's been a question of  deep controversy,and issue of deep controversy,right from the beginning of the century,and especially from the the foundation of intelligence tests.The early IQ testers were using the tests to establish,if I can quote the founder of the Anglo-American Intelligence tests,Louis Terman (??) he said "we must preserve our state for a class of people worthy to possess it",that pretty much states what the intentions of his IQ tests were.
[Whether the educated elite should govern or whether those of limited intelligence have as much right to decide things.See" Harrison Bergeron"-Kurt Vonnegut -LB]
 And it's that kind of implication of intelligence testing that 's reverberated down the century and we still hear them today.

Melvyn Bragg :  Michael Rouse why do you think it's been such a controversial subject?

Michael Rouse : Well, has it been a controversial subject? It's certainly...at one level it has.....

Melvyn Bragg : It's incredibly controversial just recently in America with book the bell curve for instance.
[The bell curve measures the statistical frequency occurrence,John Allen Paulos shows some of the pitfalls that bedevil reading information from this in his books -LB]

Michael Rouse :  Well,sure,and so have many other things been controversial whether it be in politics or....

Melvyn Bragg :  Yeah but we're talking about intelligence here. [Something that Michael shows a demonstrable lack of later -LB]

Michael Rouse :  ...or these sorts of things.

Melvyn Bragg :  Yeah but we're talking about intelligence.

Michael Rouse :   Yes I know that,but I ....first of all I want to question whether it's always been that controversial.My suspicion is that a lot of people basically accept intelligence,accept intelligence testing,and are happy with it. [That would be your suspicion it isn't a true fact -LB].I'm wondering,Ken,whether somebody  like you isn't...I won't say a "fringe" figure,but certainly a minority figure,who is dissatisfied with it and trying to push the idea that we're all  dissatisfied with it,or that this is a big thing which has been ongoing etc etc.

[It IS a big thing that has been ongoing.Where has this guy been MARS??? -LB]

Ken Richardson :  Well,I think the debate is pretty evenly split in terms of numbers and I don't think I'm that much of a fringe figure.As you know intelligence tests were used in the 11+ examinations in this country for many years,and then they were dropped and many people who've formerly been in favour of IQ tests have then turned against them.

[Because they are divisive,unreliable,and subjective.You are testing someone's idea of what intelligence means -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Do you think that the intelligence tests,IQ tests which was first devised as we said in 1905,do you think they tell us,Michael,do you think they tell us something concrete about the individual who is tested?

Michael Rouse :   Yes,my argument would be or my feeling is that they do.
[How you feel is nothing to do with whether they are valid.Going off feelings and intuitions is no way to assert relevance positively -LB]
I really do think that humans are intelligent,but I expect to find variation in intelligence.
[Human beings DEFINE what intelligence is and then have animals tested according to our ideas of what it is,and then claim that they are not as intelligent as us.This is absurd.If we use signs and symbols to test to see if animals can do what we can we claim they are as intelligent as us.But when do we ever do things that require intelligence peculiar to them and how would we know what that would be? Substitute "person under test" for animal and it is just  the so-called intellectual elite setting the standards as to what intelligence is.Innumerable MENSA tests have alternative answers not seen by MENSA themselves and yet if you do not get THEIR answer you're not intelligent -LB]

Just as you find variation say in physical nature,in sports ability and all of these things,and Ken you surely know from a biological point of view that variation is the name of the game.So if intelligence didn't have variation,it would have to be a very strange biological phenomenon.So I expect to find variation.I think there are big difficulties as you point out in measuring it,but I'm not sure that there are insuperable difficulties.

[It is possible that Intelligence relies on a judgement as to what is valuable.Without an Objective frame to put values on there is only what someone considers an intelligent act,and therefore any idea that you can measure Intelligence independently of subjective references is doomed.If someone jumps over a set height in sport,this can be measured and their skill at the sport is measured by their ability to defeat objective heights.With intelligence there is no analogue of the height,only arbitrary standards that someone imposes,like the time taken to solve a 3D puzzle,or to discern aspects of a 2D diagram or relationships between them.Intelligence in our terms is exemplified by the propensity of the chimp faced with a pile of boxes and a banana hung on high.It tries in vain to reach the food by jumping and becomes saddened by its defeat.When it decides to stack the boxes one upon another and create steps that defeat the height and allow the banana to be eaten ,we say that the chimp has been intelligent,because it has solved a problem.Likewise with artificial intelligence,when they reproduce our capacities.But what if an animal or a robot does something in a novel way that is not the way we would have done it,could it still be intelligent outside of comparison with us or without our ideas of what intelligence is,or is there only our definition? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : But back to this measurement which hasn't quite been answered.What do you think IQ measures that's important to be measured? Could you define that for us?

Michael Rouse :   I think IQ measures mathematical ability,linguistic ability,

[What YOU think has nothing to do with it,that makes it subjective,what does it ACTUALLY measure outside of what you think it measures? -LB]

I mean depending on the particular test which is being offered and of course,these days there isn't necessarily just one test which is going to be offered.You're going to offer a battery of tests.What you're going to ferret out is maybe social abilities or things of this nature.

[Who says that's what intelligence is ,YOU? What right have you Michael to define what it is? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : And these can all be tested? [How do you test "social ability"? That's absurd.You can only test whether someone conforms to a particular view of what's right.Society is a dynamic quantity and you can't create a static measure of a dynamic quantity -LB]

Michael Rouse :   I think they can [Prove it,the onus is on the claimant -LB] yes. I mean for instance,last  year I've got a son who is in Canada,he's in a French immersion programme [I wonder if he carries a "heater" ? -LB].He's having a lot of trouble with reading,and so last year we had him tested  by educational psychologists like you Ken,and now they didn't just give him...or the woman  who administered it,didn't just give us one test.I mean what we did was....what she did was tested for his mathematical ability,she tested his linguistic ability,when it was clear that he was having reading problems,she invoked a different kind of mathematical test which was going to be non-verbal,and all of these things so I really don't see,I mean at one level what the problem is.

[The operative phrase being "don't see".Would Van Gogh have passed an intelligence test,or even Einstein? IQ tests set limited horizons of expectations and create conformist tables to compare unlike with unlike.If someone has an intuitive knack like Einstein or has genius that is not measured by testing,they might be dismissed as unintelligent or mad or insane,as many eccentrics have been,when in fact they are just non-conformist and radical.Any IQ test attempts to straight-jacket a person into society's ideas of what constitutes ability,which may not be the apex that they think it is.For instance the so-called great Universities of Cambridge and Oxford turn out academically sound people who have no problem believing in a deity as artificer of the universe that they understand the physics of.How intelligent is it to accept this as a literal truth?Likewise MENSA members  can be socially  inept people that may be able to solve complex problems but can't even use common sense.Sinclair's C5 comes to mind.They may be able to do mathematical calculation,but understand nothing of philosophical implications of what they calculate.Testing mathematical ability is only testing propensity to calculate,not to understand context or implication.Someone who is Autistic Sevante may have prodigious capacity with number,but not conform to stereotypical ideas about mathematical ability,rendering the testing inadequate -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  That's a fair point.If intelligence tests give as much as Michael as given an instance of in an anecdotal,but obviously accurate,and widespread,one imagines examples like that,if they're measuring those things,mathematical ability,linguistic ability,why do you seem to think they would be better without them?

Ken Richardson :   Well the ...it's a question of what underlines the learning of the mathematical ability,linguistic ability or whatever,and this is where IQ testers themselves,very much disagree.I mean among most IQ testers its measuring some,in my view,rather mythical internal energy which they call "g" a kind of general psychological ability for,which they call "g",it's entirely hypothetical and even recent texts will tell you that they don't really know what it is.Now with IQ we get a number but we don't know what it actually signifies.

[It signifies how many hoops you can jump through,that someone else says are a requirement for being clever.The smart thing to do is not jump through hoops.Non-hoop jumpers are intelligent since they realise that their own capacities need not be measured in order to have credibility with themselves.IQ is just a means of making an arbitrary comparison for the sake of  paper-pushers and red-tape conformists who wouldn't know an intelligent person if they tripped over one,because they'd be too busy pouring over charts and tables of figures and tests instead of talking to the person and realising the wisdom within -LB]

Michael Rouse :   But are you denying that,for instance that some people are better at maths than others,have more innate ability at it than others?

[It is not maths ability per se.Most people who are "bad at maths" are actually just afraid of associating themselves with the subject because of social stigma or have been frightened away from it by bludgeoning teachers with no respect for the subject.Everyone is implicitly numerate,because in order to acknowledge an object,one must have the notion of "one" and as soon as one can see "sameness" or "similarity" the concept of "two-ness" etc,is not long behind.
Being dextrous with the actual schemes of numbers is an acquired capability by being immersed in the subject.
When there is a biological basis for lack of ability it is due to dyscalculia or the inability to read numbers due to the brain not operating properly.Anyone with a "normal" brain should be able to be taught to be better at a skill just like any other ability,and presumably there is variation amongst initial capabilities,but this is the nature or nurture debate as to how much we are made by our genes.What is interesting  is that the propensity to believe in Gods or paranormal or mystic type phenomena is related to the incapacity to understand and deal with CHANCE and PROBABILITY properly.
Sue Blackmore's studies (University of West of England) show that those who think that two sixes on  a dice are more likely than a 3 and a 2 are more likely to believe in the paranormal or have some connection with mysticism.If there is innate lack of numerical ability,this seems to be reflected in the lack of prowess of those of mystic orientation with figures,in general -LB]

Ken Richardson :   Well whether or not they have more innate ability than others I don't know,because I don't know what you mean by that.I certainly agree that some are better developed mathematically than others,and some are better developed linguistically than others.
[The term "better" implies a value judgement which means intelligence is subjective -LB]

But here your talking about special abilities,language abilities,you're not talking about intelligence,as it's normally conceived in the literature and in research.
[That's because Michael doesn't know what it is, he is talking about -LB]
This thing this underlying entity or force,which is what most people understand as intelligence.

Melvyn Bragg : You go much further than this though don't you Ken? In your book "The Making of Intelligence" you say that "IQ tests should be banned" [Ah another radical! You'll never get them banned Ken,they're too much part of the establishment and they are obsessed with checking and measuring everything and making sure everyone passes the pass mark and those who don't are dismissed as second raters.Images of Pink Floyd's "The Wall" spring to mind,let's all go through that sausage machine eh?? Roger Waters isn't necessarily academically intelligent,but he knows what's what -LB] Now that's a long way to go.Why do you suggest that?

Ken Richardson :   Well they don't actually tell us anything [Like government school league tables -LB] ,they don't actually add information to that which can gleaned by say the average teacher.This has been shown in research.The average teacher when asked,can predict future school attainments of all their pupils far more accurately than an IQ test.
[People are not algorithms and cannot be reduced to them.Any test is not only static but algorithmic and at odds with what a human is -LB]
Why don't we just ask teachers? [Because they've already got enough to do,filling stupid league tables and bureaucratic nonsense which are nothing to do with teaching? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Michael Rouse,you call yourself a genetic determinist,so you see intelligence as an innate inherited characteristic do you?

Michael Rouse :  Yes I think I do.Innate inherited characteristic,but of course don't forget innate always means innate as it develops in environment.
[If it's so innate then how come geniuses can be born to unintelligent parents,or dummies from educated literati? Or is that just background mutation? -LB]
I mean we're innately humans for instance,I mean we're innately of a certain size,but we all know perfectly well that if we're fed well when we're young we're going to be taller than otherwise.So I don't think anybody is going to be determinist in the sense of saying one gene,one characteristic or something like that.

Melvyn Bragg : But you do think intelligence is something we're born with?

Michael Rouse : Well yes but you see......I've,but....

Melvyn Bragg : And the intelligence we have we are born with?

Michael Rouse :  But you and Ken are trying to back me into a corner ....[A paranoid personality if ever there was one -LB].

Melvyn Bragg :  No I'm asking perfectly ordinary questions [Go for the jugular Mel! -LB]

Michael Rouse : ....which I don't want to defend.No,no ,you're trying to back me into a corner of saying "I believe that there is one thing like height or something like that,that you know we've either got or we've got on a certain scale".
[If you're not saying that then what is the point in defending IQ? -LB]
What I'm saying is I think there are certain abilities that we have,I think that we vary in our innate capacities to develop these, but of course the environment's going to be important as well.

Melvyn Bragg : But I'm just trying to .....I'm not trying to back anyone into a corner.I'm just trying to ....

Michael Rouse :  Well you're doing a jolly good job with me![Mel, fight back he's got you on the ropes! -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  ...understand it.Do you think intelligence in evolution has developed in human beings in the same way as say the eye has developed?

Michael Rouse : Absolutely,absolutely,of course it has,and as I said the thing I would want to stress is the social area.I think that intelligence has evolved in humans because we are a highly social species and highly social species need adaptations in order to get on as social species yes.

Melvyn Bragg :   Over the last about 4 million years our brain size has tripled.Do you think that intelligence has driven that ...?

Michael Rouse :  No I don't think intelligence has driven that,but I think that intelligence is an adaptation which we have developed,because...thanks to natural selection.There had to be some reason  for intelligence because big brains are expensive adaptations [Mine came free with this body,it didn't cost me a penny!! -LB],so that for instance in order to maintain a brain ,you need a fairly rich protein diet for instance.So there had to be a good reason for it,and I think the way that we've developed socially is the key.

Melvyn Bragg :    What about this.....what's your reaction to the idea that intelligence is innate? That we're born with intelligence? That it's an inherited characteristic and that it evolves the same way as the eye?

Ken Richardson :   Well my position is that intelligence evolved to deal with highly changeable environmental circumstances,and this puts a different light on the notion of adaptation.By definition adaptation is adaptation to a fixed environmental structure,to something that's consistent and durable.Now when organisms started to evolve into more complex environments they needed a completely new kind of regulatory system.One that furnished adaptability, not just adaptedness,and that intelligence takes off in evolution when,with the expansion,the gradual expansion through various levels of regulation of adaptability,this of course,reaches its highest point in human social interaction,which is constantly changing.

[Here we have it again,humans are the apex of evolution.No we are not,especially not in social interaction.Ants and social insects are much better at social cohesion than are we.Dolphins have equivalent social groups.Mole rats will kill off their own offspring when it makes no sense to keep so many in order to maintain a few,our social ethical codes would prevent us from doing the rational thing,because we are genetically different and selfishly wish our genes to propagate into the next generation.Social insects can have self sacrifice because they are saving their own genes by dying for others who carry the same genes.In terms of intelligence and survival,it makes more sense to protect a few and lose some rather than lose all by trying to save all.Mole rats could be said to be more socially developed than we are.This arrogant anthrocentred view is stereotypical of academics and the theological people alike.
It does not even make evolutionary sense.Nature abhors a vacuum and tries to fill a niche and if something more capable comes along that will take over because it is better geared to fill that niche.All niches require the best creature and so humans can't be the apex of every niche,only possibly of our niche.
 This type of absurd thinking leads our conservationists who I had occasion to walk with recently to protect our indigenous oak trees over "alien" sycamores.He claimed that the sycamores should be cut down as they only have 5 species living on them,whereas oaks which take several times longer to mature and were here first should be given priority.It is natural for the sycamores to take over the niche filled by oaks,and once established more species will fill the niche provided by them and sycamores will slowly develop more symbiosis with more species if given chance to.The vain idea that we are protecting the oak from a foreign invader is the same logic used to defend xenophobia from people taking our jobs from foreign shores.If they provide the work at cheaper cost then they naturally fill a niche.Of course the latter is subject to human whims about low wages etc and workers rights,but what natural rights does an oak have to exist over a sycamore? None.If there were no people to interfere the sycamore would take over.But arrogant man who knows what is best prefers the oak because of some misplaced patriotic pride in its heritage and its capabilities of being home to diverse animals and creating usable wood (its okay to chop them down and deprive all those animals of a home if we need some oak or to drive a motorway through or build office buildings-then oaks aren't quite so important) At least Ken can see the dynamic nature -LB]
 
Consider for example two humans helping each other to carry a wardrobe downstairs something that no other species is capable of ,which is commonplace in our species.

[How ridiculous that is just not true.The social insects divide tasks all the time.Ants even use each others bodies as bridges,how more socially interactive can you get? When as a human ever done this? Dolphins aid each other and human beings]

The amount of data and the rate of change of input of that data is something that we require a particularly large brain to deal with.
[Then how come a dolphin's brain is bigger than ours? If size of brain depicts intelligence,then we aren't the smartest.The usual scenario is to use brain/body mass ratio which coincidentally turns out to have human being as the answer,that's hardly a surprise if it is we who are setting up the rule as to what is the most intelligent animal.I think we have a bloated ,disproportionate,and egotistical sense of our own relevance.If we tried to be objective about it,we wouldn't naturally conclude that we were the most important -LB]

And social...special social regulations to deal with.[And dolphins and ants don't have those?-LB]
So it's change and adaptability that intelligence is for,not fixed adaptedness.

Melvyn Bragg :    Michael Rouse?

Michael Rouse : But do I disagree with this Ken? You see okay change and adaptability but you're conceding or you're allowing that humans have evolved with organs which enable them to be highly adaptable,to deal with changing situations,whether they're social or environmental or both.So why are you then starting to pull back and say " Yes but don't ask me to test this" or something like this. I say for instance that humans have clearly evolved to be bipedal to walk on two legs rather than four,I could surely test this if I'm an orthopaedic surgeon,or somebody interested in kinematics or something like this,but when it comes to intelligence you want to say "No,go no further this is not on",now why are you drawing say a distinction? I mean human walk on two legs,cats on four,that's a difference, that's innate.Some humans run faster than others,but when it comes to intelligence you want to pull back from testing,from measuring,and these things and I think what you're doing is for good social reasons,but I'm not sure that good social reasons are enough.

[What is the equivalent of speed as far as intelligence is concerned and who says if it is measured in mph or kph or cm/s ? If Mike used his intelligence,this would be obvious.We know what speed is.It has been defined by natural constants,there is no equivalent measuring system for intelligence,and it is not clear that there can be.In saying that there are good social reasons,Mike is again making it a value judgement and therefore subjective.Continually he refers to "I think" and "I feel" which have nothing to do with it.You cannot say "I feel that speed is something that we should all measure independently" or "I think  that we should use kph rather than mph" without explaining why kph is objectively better than mph.Kph is consistent with all the other metric and physical values,and so there are good reasons for preferring it.Speed is not a matter of opinion (unless it's relativity,but even then it's not open to speculation)It is unscientific to say "I think intelligence is X and should be tested by doing Y".You have to show why it is incontrovertibly the case and not just your opinion.Mike fails to do this -LB]

Ken Richardson :   I don't pull back from measuring in principle,I simply stress that we need to know what we are measuring. [Exactly,that goes for school league tables too -LB] Humans adapt to the world through cultural devices,and this is why we have manage to evolve historically,to change historically in the world so quickly,that when humans,as few as two humans interact together around a task,they're also creating a new kind of environment,a social environment,which needs to be regulated,and by a process of joint negotiation they develop rules,implicit rules negotiating together.
[This is not necessarily always true.This presumes that humans are altruistic,when the evidence is that they are selfish,or a composite of the two,changing to suit the circumstances,but mostly they try and get away with the biggest piece of the pie for themselves,because we're basically predators.In circumstances of cooperation enigmas can be created like the Prisoner's dilemma (see J.Von Neumann) where an individual is in a paradox to know what to do to save his own skin,depending on how selfish the other person is,and vice versa.In cases like this it may be that the rules are emergent phenomena of the system rather than consciously derived ones.There might also be memes (see R.Dawkins and S.Blackmore) at work as emergent behavioural properties,which are not defined by individuals. -LB]

We lift a rock,you take one side I'll take the other. [This only works if there is a common aim or a tit-for-tat exchange or some kind of unwritten bond or reason to help out,ie blood ties,belief ties,payment,altruism.If you asked a person passing you by to help you lift an arbitrary rock,some would refuse.It would be an interesting bet as to whether it was the majority or not! -LB]

Those kinds of what I call cultural tools or cultural devices have become far more complex of course in the course of human history,so that now,they include not just simple hardware tools,but also things like computers and also the rules of social life,and all the principles through which economic production is organised on a national and international system,all those things are cultural tools.
[I beg to differ.Economy and Society are examples of dynamic emergent phenomena."Tools" suggests we wield them in some kind of ordered way.If this was true we would not have stock market crashes or social breakdowns.We are subject to rules that we didn't make.When did someone sit down and say "Our society will be a democratic materialist society with Judeo-Christian ethics "? They didn't.It has grown up like this by default. (See I.Prigogine& I Stengers "Order out of Chaos" and R.Savit "Chaos on the Trading Floor")-LB]

Now we're steeped in those cultural tools from birth,they become the vehicles of our cognitive expression,and dictate the very form of our knowledge and of our forms of thinking,now that's why intelligence is so difficult to measure,because it's not simply a question of trying to strip away the cultural clothing to get at the sort of naked intelligence underneath.The cultural clothing is the intelligence.

Melvyn Bragg :   That still doesn't answer your question does it?

Michael Rouse : Yes,yes ,yes well there's two things.I mean I agree that we're cultural,but I'm not so sure that we're that far from biology.
[It seems that Mike wants to put intelligence in Pirsig's organic pattern of value,as static quantity and Ken wishes it to be a social pattern but a dynamic quantity.I think it is a dynamic quantity that does not fit into a static pattern of value and that is why Ken is arguing that it is different from those things which Mike compared it to.Ken is right in saying it is a dynamic quantity that we don't know how to or what it is to value or measure it,which makes it strange that he sees it as embedded in the culture -LB]
I'm still obsessed with sex none stop,whether it's biology or culture or whatever. [The masses are behind you Mike -LB]
So I'm just not sure that I'm that different from an animal in that respect. [That's a refreshing change,has he been drinking cider? -LB]
But even if you give culture the high position that you want,I 'm still not hearing from you arguments as to why it's impossible to try to measure not just necessarily one kind of intelligence,but intelligence generally.

[Mike you would only be a dim light on any scale.He has just told you,we don't know that we are measuring,how many ways can you say that,such that your unreasonably small cranium will understand it? -LB]

What it seems to me you're saying is "These are terribly difficult problems,so let's not do it".

[It does sound like that,but it's more like "We have no idea how to tackle this,so how can you posit where to start?".Mike seems to know where to start,and how to go about it,which is highly surprising considering he has difficulty with the English language -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   And you fear that there is an ideology under this Michael,that people are afraid of where the evolutionary explanation for intelligence takes them,that it does,has taken some people into the area of saying that there are differences in intelligence between people of different coloured skin,between people who are culturally divided as we all know.In the19th century,Herbert Spencer alone in arguing that colonialism was justified because the more intelligent people were taking over the less intelligent people,and that keeps recurring? Now in a sense does your view of innate intelligence,I mean part of evolution,does that lead to that?

[If you could tell "more intelligent" over "less intelligent" this doesn't naturally lead to government by the elite,though there are good reasons to suppose why it would make sense.In Well's "Time Machine" his future people could said to be less intelligent than are we,but it didn't stop them living a life,mostly better (My value judgement) than ours,even if they were cannibalised.Though I would think it better to have knowledge rather than be less intelligent and be cannibalised.The cannibals were presumably even less intelligent but were still in charge.Kurt Vonnegut's "Harrison Bergeron" shows the perils and hypocrisy of intellectual rule.What it does lead to is hot-housing and a two tier system for the capable and the incapable and this divisive nature is sufficient to make it seem inconsistent with a society searching for equality -LB]

Michael Rouse :  I don't think it does at all.I was interested,when you introduced the programme intelligence was being presented as something which had caused all these problems or intelligence testing.
[Testing has,because it is arbitrary,divisive and selective -LB]
Surely there's also the flip-side to this,I think intelligence testing  has been used for good [Who's good Mike? Yours? -LB] in this century.I mean for instance in the 1950s when I went to school,I was given opportunities that my great grandfather and great,great grandfather were not given,who had to leave school at 14,who went straight into the regular army,
[What has this to do with intelligence? This is just social progress.I wonder if Mike is conservative by any chance? -LB]

who didn't go to grammar school,didn't go to University,and I,at one level,I'm very glad of intelligence tests
[They were obviously not very good ones Mike they failed to pick up your lack of it -LB].I think that it did cause social changes which were for the good. [Again who's good? Good is relative.You keep failing to see this Mike.Just because you think it's good doesn't make it absolutely good.Now I'm wondering if you're a product of one of our hallowed Uni's complete with mythical deity and absolutist ideas of good and evil.Your word is not law.No one gives a  monkeys what you think or feel.What is right is not based on Mike's viewpoint -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   But on the other side the fact is,that again and again and again this century,last century and previous centuries,whole people's were attacked and very often almost eliminated,because it was confidently thought and it was thought to be confidently provable,that they were of less intelligence,that has happened again and again.

Michael Rouse : Yes.

Melvyn Bragg :  And it's still happening,I mean I'm not....

Michael Rouse : No ,well it...

Melvyn Bragg :  ...well it is,the book "The Bell Curve" by Marion  Hernstein which sold massively in America and caused a controversy here and everywhere,actually posited the idea that black people in America scored lower on IQ tests therefore they were of lower intelligence.

[There are multiple points here.First "black" people are defined by their skin colour which is wrong.Secondly they are in the same position as animals as far as IQ tests are concerned.If you are testing using Western cultural ideas of  intelligence then it's not surprising that "blacks" don't do well,just as animals come second because mankind sets the standard biased in his favour.Thirdly it is possible that either group is less or more intelligent than the other and that mostly "blacks" may fall into the lower category and "whites" the higher,and it's also possible vice versa.John Allen Paulos shows the problems with the Bell  Curve in his books "Innumeracy" and " A Mathematician Reads the Newspaper".He shows that two Bell Curves can overlap and that whilst most of each camp is essentially in the same place,the differences between the extremes can be quite marked.I think the problem with Marion's book is not so much the result,but that the measurement can even be carried out.The idea that there are "black" and "white" people that can be so segregated is racist.Which group does a person with a "white" mother and "black" father belong to,or why are not Irish or Pole descended people included as distinct from white or black? This measurement is absurd as our police quoting figures for "black" and "white" crime and then wondering why they were hauled over the coals over Stephen Lawrence.There is crime period.It doesn't come in various colours,and neither does intelligence.To make the discrimination means that you have a conception of who a "black " person is and make separate measurements accordingly.The book is appalling because of it's inherent discrimination of blacks and whites not because of the conclusion that group X might be more/less intelligent than group Y.Skin colour is an artificial grouping,as no one is actually black or white distinctly by heritage,and "white" is an irrelevant category as it includes many races.
If Mike was right and intelligence had an objective basis in genetics and could be measured  without referral to anyone's subjective ideas of what it is,then an arbitrary group could be more/less intelligent than another,just as one group could be taller/smaller than another,but I don't see an objective basis for it,or its measurement -LB]

So its very much in the air at the end of this century.We know from the battles that are going on in Europe,actually one of the battle cries is "These Albanians are of lower intelligence" [I think they mean less educated -LB]
That is still a war cry,I mean it's part of what's going on.I don't think it need be necessarily at the heart of this discussion,but you brought it up and it is part of it.Ken Richardson what's your view of that?

Ken Richardson  : Well,yes it's one of the reasons that the question of intelligence has "stalked the century".I mean it has had this effect on people,
[Bang goes Mike's "I don't see what the problem is"-LB]
and is indeed one of the ways in which racism in this century became institutionalised.

Michael Rouse :  But Ken that's just not true,racism was institutionalised long before this century came along.

Ken Richardson  :  I said one of the ways.I said one of the ways in which er...

Michael Rouse :   Then people used intelligence .....yeah well people used intelligence then to reconfirm their beliefs,their prejudices and these things,but the answer is not to say "Let's ban them",the answer is to say "Lets do it better to show that this is wrong".
[And who would say whether it was "better" Mike? You? -LB]
I mean in the 1930s the Nazis used genetics to "prove",you know I'm putting quotes around it now [No one thought you meant the Nazis really proved anything Mike,credit us with some intelligence! -LB],to prove that Jews were genetically inferior.Now the way out of this was not to ban genetics,but was to do genetics properly [Who's properly for crying out loud! -LB],so that today,anybody who says that Jews are inferior because of their genes is not just morally wrong,they're scientifically ludicrous.

[They're metaphysically wrong too .Because you can't prove a value judgement as being absolutely correct using science by definition."Morally wrong" presumes morality is a static value system which it isn't.It might be morally unsound to ethnically cleanse now,that does not make it absolutely so,even though our gut feeling and instincts tell us that it ought to be.Again Mike uses his morality and subjective views to determine what is right for everyone.It is possible to determine inferiority if you have a clear idea of what you mean.Wheat that does not propagate easily and easily succumbs to pests and produces thin stalks with little crop,is inferior to one that doesn't have these qualities,but I am making a value judgement that I prefer a high yield,strong pest-free Wheat and so I am defining inferiority for Wheat.The problem with the Nazis is they had no right to determine what qualities constituted "better" as regards people.And Mike has no real way of saying how to do "better" genetics without introducing his value judgement for the same reason.It is this artificiality arising from the subjective value judging that I think Ken is objecting to.
 It is strange then that Mike objects to the Nazis value judging Jews,but is quite prepared to use the same thinking when it comes to intelligence.I think his logic is awry somewhere -LB]

Now what I'm saying to you is surely the answer is not to put your head in the sand and say "Ban intelligence tests etc etc".The answer is to say "Let's do it better ","Let's show that the bell curve or these other things are just completely wrong,and that's what  people have done.
[You'd need a "better" argument than that if you wished to persuade people that was the answer! -LB]

Ken Richardson  :  What I'm saying Michael is not to ban measurement in principle,
[I know that,you know that,Mel knows that,how come Mike doesn't? Maybe he's not as intelligent!? -LB]

what I'm saying is to ban measurement when we don't know what the measurement is actually measuring.
[That's splitting hairs a bit.We don't seem to know what we're measuring ever,and so that amounts to banning all measurements in practice if maybe not in principle -LB]
We still can't say when you get a score of 115,with one person,a score of 95 with another person,what the differences are actually differences in. [I think you've made that point often enough for it to sink into Mike's brain now-I hope -LB]
I think that's where the priorities should lie,in actually elucidating the nature of the cognitive system.

Michael Rouse :    But don't you think you're fighting yesterday's battles? You yourself have said "The 11+ has gone in the old form" and these things.If you were making this argument in the 1950s,I'd have a lot more sympathy for what  you're saying.But as we go into the year 2000,its a lot more subtle than it used to be.

Ken Richardson  :   Well I'd agree that individual educational psychologists are rather more subtle than simply taking a bald.... administering a test,and then taking a bald score as the basis of their decision.
[So would I ,but that doesn't change the fact that tests like pattern analysis,comprehension,3D Spatial relation etc etc might seem like they're something to do with intelligence,we don't actually know that they are,and to a certain extent intelligence is defined around the tests.Someone once said that IQ was a measure of how well you did on IQ tests, which I think captures what Ken is trying to say,it makes a measurement,but how far that relates to actual intelligence is unclear since we don't really know what intelligence is or means.A computer could be programmed to analyse patterns far more proficiently than a human,but it takes intelligence to tell the computer how to do it -LB]

But the point is that when they get that score they still don't know what it means.That's what I think is wrong and that's what I think leads to a lot of mischief.For example,one of the greatest puzzles to IQ testers at the present time,is why  IQ scores have increased relentlessly over the last 20-30 years,in countries where IQ testing has gone on,in some cases by as much as 15 percentage points.This shouldn't happen with an innate intelligence potential.

Michael Rouse :     Why? Why? Why?

Ken Richardson  :  The answer is that intelligence tests are actually measures of social class affiliation,basically middle class social affiliation. [Sounds right to me.Mike struck me as a middle-class conservative,who was probably taken for violin lessons in the vain hope that he was a musical prodigy,only to find that he didn't quite cut the mustard,why else defend IQ tests if you've got nothing to gain from them? -LB]

Michael Rouse :      Now hang on a minute......

Ken Richardson  :   And there's been a very large increase in the middle-class over the last 20-30 years.

Michael Rouse :      No, hang on a minute...... 

Melvyn Bragg :  So more people are educated  in such a way that it makes them better able to pass the tests? Like that remark by Boering that "intelligence tests,test people's ability to pass intelligence tests",and nothing else?
[ I knew I'd heard it somewhere! -LB]

Ken Richardson  :   Well yes,people are moving into middle-class cultures.They're reading more.They're becoming more literate,and they're generally becoming.....
[The eclipse comes early for Mike,just in time to see a prophecy of doom on his "innate ability" theory -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Let's go back to what you said much earlier.There are many,many different sorts of intelligence.You could get,if you played any games when you were young,you know the quite incredible speed of intelligence of some footballers or rugby players whichever you want to say,
[Intelligent footballers is an oxymoron -LB],and yet whichever example you wish to choose,and the way they can pass,trap,direct the ball ,which I think employs a massive intelligence,but perhaps ask questions about triangles and rectangles and so on,they wouldn't do particularly well.

[Is physical skill, intelligence? I don't think dexterity and knowing where to place your limbs is intelligent.Robots can do this and don't need "intelligence".Indeed, football simulators exist that have no "intelligence".Try to get a robot to solve Fermat's Last Theorem,that's a lot harder,only human intelligence is up to the job.Animals can move their limbs dextrously as evolution bids them to do to survive,but as with the digger wasp for instance,it is obvious that it is to some extent "on autopilot",since it is not capable of knowing when it has been tricked,and give false or inaccurate data about its environment (see R.Dawkins).This is an unintelligent response to the stimuli,but it seems I am using my ideas of what it should be,which only goes to show that its definition is human and subjective -LB]

So I think that in that sense,the intelligence that we've been talking about,have had,I agree with Ken here,have had a very specific brief,and I think they've had a specific purpose,it's mainly as Plato,from Plato,the idea was to cream off those who would be the rulers
[And obviously those who think that they would rule,will defend IQ tests -LB]

Michael Rouse :    Or to spot those who've got the potential to be the rulers.
[That's like testing etiquette to see if you can be an aristocrat.It's elitist and divisive ,and based on an artifice that the elite invented to find others like them.It's not testing an innate ability -LB]

The point is....

Melvyn Bragg : Doesn't that itself....

Ken Richardson  :    That's the problem with it.

Michael Rouse :    Well what is.....why is it a problem? [Again we 3 see it and you don't Mike,why do we have to keep explaining these easy peasy things to you? You are defining your own IQ test! -LB]
I'd rather be ruled by somebody of intelligence than somebody who is stupid.
[Who is going to decide who is intelligent and who is stupid? If the IQ test picks out group X from the rest how do we know it hasn't picked out the stupid to rule and the intelligent to be ruled over? Going off our politicians I think that the evidence shows that the elite rulers are the stupid ones and the actual intelligencia are amongst the masses which also include stupid people,but then I would say that,as then I can claim that I constitute one of the real intelligencia,and that is the point,who is going to define who is stupid and who isn't non-subjectively?
Kurt Vonnegut would make you think twice about being ruled by the intellectuals.Or maybe Dr Morbius in Forbidden Planet (The Tempest).Save us from those who think they know what's best for others.I'd rather not be ruled over by anyone,especially those that think they are my intellectual superiors.They have no humility and  full of pompous arrogance about how right they are,sound like any politician you know? -LB]

Ken Richardson  :    They are not stupid.

Melvyn Bragg :  They are often nicer than intelligent people! [Nice one Mel]

Michael Rouse :   I don't necessarily want to be ruled by someone who's nice.[A comment worthy of a Tory minister-LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  I do.

Michael Rouse :   I want to be ruled by somebody.....

Ken Richardson  :   Neither does anyone,but you're mistaking,in suggesting that an intelligence test is actually identifying potential.

Melvyn Bragg : Can I just move it to a different direction here? Now Michael Rouse,do you think intelligence has a basis in human physicality? And if so,what are the most important factors? We heard recently Einstein's brain has occasioned some discussion because of its larger size unusual physical attributes that you'd know more about than me,which seem  as it has been suggested ,"look this shows that a person of enormous intelligence and the particular intelligence of Einstein,was like this as he had a brain like this".
[Last I heard his brain was a talking point as it was indistinguishable from anyone else's -LB]

Now is that just....? How did you receive that information?

Michael Rouse :   I think that any biologist would expect that there's going to be some correlation somewhere somehow.But what the physical basis is,I think is an area that we're really now starting to open up,just as for instance the physical basis say,of things like sexuality and sexual orientation.
[ Why would there be a gay gene? In terms of evolution gayness makes no sense.It makes more sense to say that
there has been a mix up of sexual identity with physical gender.In men the term effeminate is used presumably to mean "like a woman",because of a raised pitch voice and a propensity to do stereotypical female things.It may be offensive etc to gay people to be thrown backwards into the "aberrance" years,but as with intelligence of a group being less than another,it is possible that nature made a mistake,and whilst it might not be PC or viable in terms of seeing the person as "faulty" when they still function as a person,it still might be seen as a cul-de-sac as far as natural propagation is concerned.I have heard the argument that if they are a cul-de-sac then why are they still here?Which means that heterosexuals create homosexuals,and in some way this legitimises homosexuality.But heterosexuals produce all sorts of genetically aberrant results,such as Cystic Fibrosis,or perhaps more dubiously albinos.
Cystic Fibrosis is an aberrance.Albinos could be seen as a rare but natural phenomenon,whichever category homosexuality falls into,it shouldn't be stigmatised any more than albinism or having a genetic defect.I'd just love to know which it is and how we define when something is aberrant and when it is natural -LB]

We're now starting to realise that the hypothalamus is very significant here,when it comes to say sexual orientation,and there really do seem to be differences between straights and gays and men and women over these things.But it's only in the last 20-30m years,even less than that,we're really starting to get a grasp on this,and so I don't think anybody.....

Melvyn Bragg :  So you think.......

Michael Rouse :  Go on.

Melvyn Bragg :   You think that there will come a time when it will be possible to describe a part of the brain or the way the brain works and say "that part" or "that combination" equals intelligence?

Michael Rouse :   I think it's certainly possible that will happen,whether that's the most profitable thing for us to do at this point,I question.Whether I want to put a lot of grant money into it I question.I certainly don't want to ban it like Ken does.

Ken Richardson  :   Woooaah,I don't want to ban anything scientific Michael,you keep insisting I'm trying to ban things,all I'm trying to ban is pseudo-science [A good thing to ban in my book (see JA Paulos)-LB].Now there's a lot of delving about in the brain at the moment and there are claims about this or that region being associated with this or that deficit or enhancement in IQ.But basically there is very little understanding about what this huge brain of ours is for.I mean this huge cortex that we have,85% of our brain,that's tripled in size over a very short period of time.In my view,it's there to support our social intelligence,and most of the brain functions necessary to do that arise in interactions between brain parts.You won't find intelligence in any particular part of the brain,I'm fairly sure about that.

[To some extent we may have created a rod for our own backs.A conglomeration of cells goes about its business without any regard for artificial notions of "intelligence".If intelligence is in the brain at all as a discrete function then it is likely to be as "flocking" is in groups of birds.You cannot locate "flocking" in any sector of the bird group per se,as it is a description of an emergent rule that specifies the action of the group.It maybe that we have created a semantic problem of word definition.Steven Rose at the OU suggested something along these lines,and it seems to be in sympathy with the idea of self analysis.A brain is creating a concept to describe something that it witnesses in itself as a whole,when in reality it is a series of cells and connections of neurones,the enigma seems to be that there is any single unit called "self" to refer to.Slime Moulds give a clue as to what type of things are happening in terms of what is a collection and what is a unit,as to social insect nests,or indeed crowd behaviour (See K.Still and I.Stewart) -LB]

Michael Rouse : The trouble is Ken every time I try to pin you down you start,you start to sound so reasonable! I mean you say you just want to ban pseudo-science,but what is pseudo-science? I mean evolution 200 years ago was pseudo-science,do you want to ban that? No ,of course you don't.Do you want to ban work on intelligence? Apparently not.What you want to ban then,is things that...are people still using these things? Things that people used in the 1950s that by your own admission we moved on from,yet you want to ban them?

Ken Richardson  :  No,Melvyn quoted me as saying I wanted to ban IQ tests,that's what I want to ban,period,nothing else.

Melvyn Bragg :  In your opinion Michael,can someone's intelligence as opposed to their knowledge,can it be increased in their lifetime?

Michael Rouse : Can it be increased in their lifetime?  I don't see any reason why training and education and these things,after all I'm in education that's my job,I think that certainly one can increase the abilities,one can develop what I think is an innate capacity,but of course innate capacities are things that you're born with.

Melvyn Bragg : Ken what about you?

Ken Richardson  :   Well I questioned right at the beginning the notion of innate capacity.It's the notion that we have complex intellectual functions encoded in genes,I mean it just doesn't make sense.But that's a long story.
[It's been shown that very young children can count,and to some extent realise numerical differences if you accept moving Mickey mouse toys around as evidence.Though not that there is any difference in capability -LB]
Intelligence,especially human intelligence is a developmental phenomenon par excellence [There we go again with the human self congratulation -LB],and yes of course it can be developed.

Melvyn Bragg :  Given that it doesn't appear to be so important for our survival,do you think....or reproduction, do you think intelligence has stopped evolving?

Michael Rouse :  Well,I think intelligence is very important for survival and reproduction.It seems to me that intelligence is something that we're using all the time in our social interactions,in our relationships with our parents and with our spouses or our partners or whatever,so yes I certainly think it's very important.Is intelligence still evolving? Are humans still evolving? Well they are in some respects,but if you say,"Are we now subject to natural selection in such a way that it's really going on and making a lot of difference in this way?",I 'm not sure.I suspect it is in certain parts of the world,where culture is a lot less effective.Whether it's still evolving in England or Canada I think is an open question.

[I don't see any reason as to why natural selection should slow up at any point just because we think we've reached some kind of teleological apex.Pirsig posits that we are moving away from something rather than towards something.But either way we are just in flux,and there is no reason to suggest that we have reached a point that requires no further development,this is part of the thinking that leads to the fact that we are special,chosen,better than animals and thus made in God's image.It's an open question as to whether intelligence is an on-going quantity in England,though why Canada should be picked on I have no idea.With the possible exception of archetypical Canuck characters as exemplified by Rick Moranis and Dan Aykroyd,Canada seems quite capable of creating frontier thoughts notably in the mind of Neil Peart -LB]

I suspect it might be.

Melvyn Bragg :  Ken?

Michael Rouse :   I'm doing pretty well I've got lots of kids! [Size of progeny has nothing to do with level of intelligence,at least half of them might all be dummies,judging by the male chromosonic contribution -LB]

Ken Richardson  : Well our current species arrived on this Earth about 100,000 years ago.The spectacular change that's happened in the species and in the species abilities over that period of time has happened without any biological change whatsoever [Really? I would have thought there'd have been some change in 100,000 years -LB].I mean this is because human intelligence goes on at a completely different level,a socio-cultural level.We don't have for example the epigenetic biological regulations that give us wings,yet we can fly better than any birds [Better is another value judgement.I don't think we can out fly a falcon just yet,even if we do outrank it in speed.They still have the edge in dexterity -LB].We have a very limited range of visions, sensitivities to a limited range of wavelengths,the same applies to our hearing,yet we can see and hear far beyond those biological constraints,because our intelligence goes on a different plane [A supersonic one? -LB].

[So change has happened biologically but not to influence intelligence.I find that hard to accept.If there is an underlying determinism,there must be a biological basis for the changes,even if there are socio-cultural influences or perhaps a mutual flux of information accommodated and responded to by changes in biology and vice versa.Perhaps what Ken means is that there has been comparatively little change compared with previous biological developments? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Thank you very much.Thank you Professor Mike Rouse and thank you Dr Ken Richardson,and thank you for listening.Next week we'll be talking about the continent of Africa at the end of the century with Henry Louis Gates and with Mandela's biographer Anthony Sampson.

